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anentropic It's a bit of a shock to see things that are "OK"
become white-hot rage-butts on the internet. The recent
blog post sparked a flaming debate, and anyone who is
not so repressed by religion that they're unable to think
for themselves will see that. ~~~ anentropic Because of
this, in the absence of an equal and opposite response,

the internet is filled with a bunch of hate and hate
speech and outright invective for the sake of it. I've

noticed this in reddit and twitter. It's reasons like these
that I'd prefer not to be on the internet as a norm and if
a norm is a dangerous thing as sociologists often argue.
------ joshuaheard I think the primary reason I am more
passionate about this topic is because my 2-year-old

daughter is still breastfeeding. Some religions prohibit it
and even many progressive/liberal religions don't allow

it, but I strongly believe it is the best form of nutrition for
children. It is also good from a mental health and social

development perspective. My wife did take parental
leave and I breastfed my daughters, but we had

someplace to go after the leave. If you and your spouse
live in a state that does not offer paid maternity leave, it
really limits what you can do as a family. Of course, it is
not perfect. After she weaned, I noticed some cognitive
issues for the time she was nursing, but at the time my
wife could not make the time commitment to nurse. I
believe many mothers would rather give up paternity
leave than be away from their children. ~~~ ksajadi I

know this is early, but just in case you want to check out
some research: [ 6d1f23a050
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